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Abstract: The application of diffusion dialysis using various types of ion-exchange membranes for 

the separation of sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate has been evaluated. The process of dialysis separa-

tion of a real waste solution from an electroplating facility containing 252.3 g/L of sulfuric acid, 

20.9 g/L of nickel ions and small amounts of zinc, iron, copper ions, etc. has been studied. Hetero-

geneous cation-exchange membrane containing sulfo groups and heterogeneous anion-exchange 

membranes with different thicknesses (from 145 μm to 550 μm) and types of fixed groups (4 samples 

with quaternary amino groups and 1 sample with secondary and tertiary amino groups) are used. 

The diffusion fluxes of sulfuric acid, nickel sulfate, and the total and osmotic fluxes of the solvent 

are determined. The use of a cation-exchange membrane does not allow separation of the compo-

nents, since the fluxes of both components are low and comparable in magnitude. The use of anion-

exchange membranes makes it possible to efficiently separate sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate. At the 

same time, the thin dialysis membrane turns out to be the most effective, as well as the membranes 

with quaternary amino groups, and the membrane with secondary and tertiary amino groups 

proved to be the least effective. 

Keywords: diffusion dialysis; ion-exchange membrane; diffusion permeability; sulfuric acid; nickel 

sulfate, water flux, osmosis, water permeability 

 

1. Introduction 

In general, dialysis is a membrane separation process of solution components in 

which transport is driven primarily by concentration differences [1]. If an ion-exchange 

membrane is used in the dialysis, such process is called diffusion dialysis (DD) [2]. DD is 

a perspective method used for separating organic and inorganic components [3], [4] ex-

tracting metal ions from mixtures [5]. For example, nickel recuperation in the process of 

lithium-ion accumulators recycling [6], nickel extraction from used catalyst [7], separation 

of nonferrous metals salts from acids [2], including separation during galvanic 

wastewaters processing [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. Using an anion-exchange membrane 

(AEM) for separating nickel sulfate and sulfuric acid allows to extract about 66-72% of 

sulfuric acid, depending on conditions of the dialysis procedure [2], [14]. 

DD eliminates the costs of migration ion transport, which leads to a considerable de-

crease in energy consumption, compared to electrodialysis (ED) [15]. A simple and unex-

pansive equipment is another advantage of DD over ED. Neither DC power supply nor 

polarizing electrodes, which are often made from expensive materials, such as platinized 

titanium, are required for DD. At the same time, galvanic plants wastewaters processing 

is relevant both in terms of decreasing environmental pollution and saving non-renewable 

resources by their extraction and return them to the production. However, there is a prob-

lem of achieving sufficient performance for industrial applications. In this regard, the 

study is aimed to evaluate the efficiency and practical applicability of DD for separating 
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nickel sulfate and sulfuric acid using various types of ion-exchange membranes (IEMs). 

Only industrially produced IEMs were used for DD. At the same time, the efficiency of 

using both dialysis IEM and conventional electrodialysis IEMs in DD will be given. In 

addition, all experiments were performed on a real waste solution of an electroplating 

facility. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Ion-exschange membranes 

In this work, heterogeneous AEMs made on the basis of strongly basic anion-ex-

change aminated polystyrene resins cross-linked with divinylbenzene (samples 1, 2, 5, Ta-

ble 1) were used, as well as a heterogeneous cation-exchange membrane (CEM) based on 

sulfonated polystyrene cross-linked with divinylbenzene (sample No. 3). In addition, a 

weakly basic AEM (sample No. 4) and a thin dialysis membrane (sample No. 6) were stud-

ied. 

Table 1. The physical-chemical properties of IEMs. 

Sample 

No. 
Membrane Ionogenic groups 

Reinforcing  

mesh 
Q, mmol/g l, μm 

1 Ralex AMHPES 
quaternary 

amino groups 
polyester 1.05 550 

2 Ralex AMHPP 
quaternary 

amino groups 
polypropylene 0.97 550 

3 Ralex CMHPES sulfo groups polyester 1.16 530 

4 МА-40 

secondary and 

tertiary amino 

groups 

nylon 2.15 520 

5 МА-41 
quaternary 

amino groups 
nylon 0.54 420 

6 TWDDA3 
quaternary 

amino groups 

Polyphenylene 

oxide 
0.49 145 

 

The membranes had different thicknesses, reinforcing mesh, ionogenic group types 

and ion-exchange capacities (Table 1). Samples № 1-3 were provided by MEGA a. s. (Pra-

gue, Czech Republic), samples № 4, 5 by LLC Innovation Enterprise Shekinoazot (Tula, 

Russia), sample № 6 by Tianwei Membrane Corporation Ltd (Weifang High-tech Zone, 

Shandong, China). Samples 1-5 were conditioned according to a standard procedure, after 

which CEMs were converted to H+-form and AEMs were converted to OH--form. At this 

stage, IEM samples were separated to determine the exchange capacity. Sample 6, which 

was used for dialysis, had not been treated with alkaline solution and had remained in Cl-

-form after the conditioning. Next, the IEMs were converted into the form of sulfate anions 

as a result of 48 hours exposure to 1 M sulfuric acid solution and then were washed with 

deionized water. Ion-exchange capacity was measured by acid-base back titration. For 

this, sample 6 had been previously converted to OH--form. Moisture content and thickness 

in the Table 1 are given in the H+-form for CEMs and in the form of sulfate anions for 

AEMs. 

 

2.2. Method of dialisys 

The study of DD separation process was carried out in a dual chamber flow dialyzer 

(Figure 1a). To ensure flowability, an inert polyethylene mesh-separator was arranged in 
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each chamber. Circulation of the solution was ensured by a Heidolph Pumpdrive 510 per-

istaltic pump (Heidolph Instruments GmbH & Co, Schwabach, Germany). The feed tank 

contained the processed solution, as which a real waste solution of an electroplating facil-

ity, containing mostly sulfuric acid and nickel (Table 2) was used. Processed solution was 

pumped through the first chamber. The total volume of the processed solution was 0.5 L. 

Deionized water circulated through the second chamber. Since the driving force behind 

the dialysis process is the concentration gradient between solutions separated by an IEM, 

portions of deionized water were changed two times per day at the initial stage and once 

per day at the final stage to sustain it. The volume of each portion of deionized water was 

5 L. At certain intervals during the experiment concentrations of sulfuric acid and nickel 

sulfate in the processed solution and dialysate were measured, as well as volume of the 

processed solution. Sulfuric acid concentration was measured by EasyPlus Automated Ti-

trator (N.V. Mettler-Toledo S.A., Zaventem, Belgium), using acid-base potentiometric ti-

tration. Ni2+ ions concentration was measured using complexometric titration. The solu-

tions’ densities during the dialysis were measured with an areometer. 

Table 2. The composition of the waste solution*. 

Substance Concentration, g/L 

Н2SO4 252.3 

Ni 20.9 

Zn 2.3 

Fe 1.08 

Cu 0.90 

Sn 0.080 

Sb 0.050 

Cd 0.045 

Pb 0.015 

As 0.003 
*Data provided by the plant. The content of metals takes into account all ionic forms in terms of a 

simple substance. 

Fluxes of nickel sulfate and sulfuric acid through the IEM were determined based on 

the experimental results according to the formula: 

i i

al
i

n n
j

t S

 


 
, (1)

where i was sulfuric acid or nickel sulfate, Δni was the change in the amount of the i sub-

stance in the processed solution over a period of time Δt, i

al
n was the amount of the i sub-

stance taken with a sample for solution analysis, S was the IEM area. Recovery of sulfuric 

acid and loss of nickel sulfate (  i
t ) calculated according to the equation 
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where t was the time by which the value  i
t was reached, 0

in  and i
tn  were the amount 

of the substance of the i-component in the processed solution at the initial time and at time 

t, respectively. Average flux of sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate ( i

t
j ) in time t were calcu-

lated by 
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During the dialysis process, a diffusion flux of an electrolyte (jdif) which was directed 

to an area with a lower concentration occurs due to a chemical potential gradient (Fig-

ure 1b). The drag flux of water was transferred with the electrolyte (jh). So, (jh) has the same 

direction as a diffusion flux of an electrolyte. In addition, as two solutions with different 

concentrations were separated by an IEM, an osmotic water flux (jos), opposite to diffusion 

flux, occurs. Thus, the total volume water flux (
2H O
j ) to the processed solution chamber 

was defined as the difference between the osmotic flux and the drag flux 

2H O os h
j j j  . (4)

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Scheme of DD set-up (a) and scheme of electrolyte and water fluxes in the process of 

DD (b). 

Thereby, a change of the processed solution volume was defined by a decrease 

through a diffusion flux of dissolved substance, which was connected to a transfer of wa-

ter as a part of hydration shells (drag water flux), and an increase as a result of an osmotic 

water flux. 

The osmotic water flux may be defined as 

 
2 2os H O sol H O

j P     , (5)

where 
2H O

P  was the water permeability of the IEM,  sol  и 
2

H O  were the osmotic pres-

sures of the processed and dialysate solutions, respectively. The Van't Hoff equation or 

the equation (6) can be used to calculate the osmotic pressure 

2

2

H O
H O

RT
m M

V
    , (6)

where π was the osmotic pressure, R was universal gas constant, T was temperature, 

2H OV  and 
2H O

M  were partial molar volume and molecular weight of the solvent, ν was 

the Van’t Hoff coefficient, m was molality of electrolyte (amount of a solute divided by the 

mass of the solvent), φ was molal osmotic coefficient [16]. 

However, the task of defining osmotic pressure values in concentrated solutions, in 

which properties deviate from ideal solutions greatly, was quite complex. It included the 

problem of determination of activity coefficients and osmotic coefficients of electrolytes. 

Thermodynamic properties of many electrolyte solutions were defined experimentally, 
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but this data cannot be used for solutions containing more than one electrolyte. Further-

more, theoretical derivation was extremely difficult for all cases but solutions containing 

either one electrolyte or two binary electrolytes. Thus, work [17] was dedicated to model 

ion composition of sulfuric acid and defining osmotic coefficients of solutions with con-

centrations up to 6 mol/L. The authors used method based on modified Debye-Hückel 

theory, developed in a famous series of studies including applied to multicomponent sys-

tems [18], [19], [20], [21]. It was shown, that results obtained using this model agree well 

with the experimental data. Wherein, this model used a number of fitting parameters and 

virial coefficients representing forces of ion-ion interactions for a range of electrolytes. 

However, application of this method was not verified for a system considered in this 

study. In [22] osmotic pressures were defined according to the Van’t Hoff equation and 

model [17] for a solution containing copper and nickel sulfates given that their ratio was 

a constant value. It was shown that the experimental data of osmotic pressure values in 

these solutions agrees well with the results obtained using model [17] and did not agree 

with the results calculated according to the Van’t Hoff equation. The problem of defining 

osmotic coefficients and activity coefficients for individual electrolyte solutions, taking 

hydration and ion association into account, were solved in [23], [24]. In some studies, the 

authors disregarded the presence of the second component in the solution and considered 

the parameters for a solution with one solute [11]. 

In general, a precise calculation of all the ion forms in concentrated solutions contain-

ing several components was a quite difficult task requiring separate consideration. Thus, 

total concentrations of hydrogen ions, which present as a proton and in a hydro-sulfuric 

anion in solution, and nickel ions concentration were defined in this study. Thermody-

namic properties of the system, such as osmotic pressure or degree of dissociation were 

not determined. 

The estimation of the total water flux was calculated based on the following reason-

ing. The weight loss of the processed solution was equal to the sum of masses of water, 

sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate, which transferred to the dialysate. The total water flux 

was calculated using the formula 

 
2 4 4

2

2

s H SO NiSO

H O

H O

V m m
j

S t





   


 
, (7)

where ΔV was the change of processed solution volume during the time Δt, ρs was the 

processed solution density, 
2H O

 was the water density (1000 kg/m3), 
2 4H SO

m  and 
4NiSO

m  

were the masses of sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate which transferred to the dialysate dur-

ing the time Δt. The water drag flux was calculated using the formula 

    2

2 2 2
2 4 44 4

2

2
H O

h H SO NiSOH SO Ni SO
H O

M
j j h h j h h


   

       
  

, (8)

where 
H

h  , 2
4SO

h   и 2Ni
h   were the solvation number of the H+, 2

4
SO   and Ni2+ ions. A 

similar approach was used to estimate the water drag flux carried in the hydration shell 

of ions was used in [11]. The adopted solvation numbers were 2 for H+, 5 for 2

4
SO   and 5 

for Ni2+ [25], [26], [27], [28]. The osmotic flux was calculated as a difference between total 

water flux and drag water flux using the formula (4).  

Formula (5) and Van’t Hoff equation could be used to estimate 
2H O

P  value 

2

os
H O

j
P

R T C


 
, (7)

where ΔC was the difference of ions concentration between the processed solution and 

dialysate, which was calculated using the sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate concentration 

and the Van’t Hoff coefficients. According to [29] the 
2H O

P  was determined by formula 
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, (8)

where 
2H O

D  was the water diffusion coefficient in the membrane, 
2 ,1

m

H O
C  was the water 

concentration inside membrane at the feed interface. Formula (8) showed that the water 

permeability included membrane thickness. It allowed to compare the membrane water 

permeability for the reverse osmosis membranes, ultra- and nanofiltration membranes, 

which had a similar thickness [29]. However, in presented study IEMs had different thick-

nesses. It was well known, that the diffusion flux might be determined using formula 

i
i

P C
j

l


 , (9)

where Pi was the coefficient of membrane diffusion permeability [29]. Then the water per-

meability coefficient 
2

*

H O
P  was proposed to compare the properties of membranes with 

different thicknesses. 
2

*

H O
P  could be calculated by the formula 

2

* os
H O

j l
P

R T C




 
. (10)

3. Results 

3.1. Sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate transfer through membranes 

The sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate fluxes defined in the process of DD for IEMs of 

different types are shown in Figure 2. Analysis of obtained results shows that an essential 

difference occurs in the of the values of fluxes passing through AEMs and CEM. Thus, 

sulfuric acid practically is not transferred through the CEM in the presence of comparable 

nickel sulfate flux (Figure 2, grey squares). The results obtained agree well with the results 

of studying heterogeneous CEMs diffusion permeability showing that, with the same con-

centrations, sulfuric acid flux is lower than sodium chloride flux [30]. During dialysis, a 

decrease in the flux of nickel sulfate through the CEM from 0.04 to 0.02 mol/(m2 h) is ob-

served, while its concentration in the processed solution decreases by 4 times, to 0.07 

mol/L. The flux of sulfuric acid also decreases from 0.09 to 0.01 mol/(m2·h), which is ac-

companied by a decrease in the concentration of sulfuric acid in the processed solution to 

0.9 mol/L. So, these components cannot be separated, which makes it impractical to use a 

CEM for this process. 

The highest values of the flux and transfer rate of sulfuric acid are naturally observed 

for the thinnest dialysis TWDDA3 membrane (Figure 2a). As the membrane thickness in-

creases, the H2SO4 transfer rate decreases. Ralex AMHPES, Ralex AMHPP and MA-41 

membranes, which differ only in the material of the reinforcing mesh and the degree of 

grinding of the ion-exchange resin, have very similar characteristics of the DD process. An 

interesting fact is that the rate of transfer of sulfuric acid through the MA-40 membrane 

was the lowest compared to all other AEMs. Perhaps this is due to the fact that the value 

of the ion exchange capacity of this membrane is higher than that of all other studied sam-

ples of AEMs. Moreover, in acidic solutions, all ionogenic groups of the MA-40 membrane 

will be in the protonated state, in contrast to solutions with a neutral or alkaline environ-

ment. This might lead to a significant difficulty in the transport of co-ions through the 

membrane compared to membranes with a lower exchange capacity, which explains the 

low diffusion transfer rates. 
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2. Kinetic dependence of the fluxes of sulfuric acid (a), the initial section of this dependence 

(b) and nickel sulfate (c) for membranes of various types during DD. The data caption on all figures 

corresponds to the caption given in (a). 

The nickel sulfate flux through the AEMs does not exceed 0.025 mol/m2 h for all sam-

ples, except for the dialysis TWDDA3 membrane (Figure 2c). For this membrane, an al-

most linear increase with time in the flux of nickel sulfate is observed value of 0.08 

mol/m2·h (Figure 2c), which is significantly higher compared to all other samples. The de-

pendences of the nickel sulfate flux on time for almost all membranes have an increasing 

character. This is due to a decrease in the concentration of sulfuric acid in the processed 

solution as a result of its transfer through the membrane, resulting in an increase in the 

flux of nickel sulfate. This effect is especially pronounced for the TWDDA3 membrane. 

The concentration of sulfuric acid in the processed solution decreases very quickly (Fig-

ure 3, curve 3), and if at the beginning of the experiment it is significantly, 6-9 times higher 

than the concentration of nickel sulfate, then after 27 hours the ratio becomes almost the 

same and further in solution, the concentration of nickel sulfate begins to exceed the con-

centration of sulfuric acid, as a result of which the transfer of nickel sulfate increases. In 

this case, the concentration of nickel sulfate changes little during the experiment (Figure 3, 

curves 2, 4). 

The concentration ratios for all the studied membranes change in a similar way, only 

the rate of decrease in the concentration of sulfuric acid differs (Table 3). Thus, the time to 

reach the same ratio of the concentrations of sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate in the pro-

cessed solution for the MA-41 membrane is about 150 h, and for the TWDDA3 membrane, 

about 27 h (Figure 3). At the same time, for all AEMs, the flux of nickel sulfate remains 

significantly lower than the flux of sulfuric acid (Figure 2, Table 3). 
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Figure 3. Kinetic dependences of the concentration of sulfuric acid (1, 3) and nickel sulfate (2, 4) in 

the processed solution during the DD process with the MA-41 membrane (1, 2) and TWDDA3 mem-

brane (3, 4). 

Table 3. Average fluxes of sulfuric acid (mol·m-2·s-1) and nickel sulfate through various AEMs upon 

reaching 80-95% recovery of sulfuric acid from solution. 

χ (H2SO4), % 80 85 90 95 
 TWDDA3 

H2SO4 4.63 4.64 4.48 3.95 

NiSO4 0.001 0.003 0.004 0.010 
 MA-41 

H2SO4 1.02 0.96 0.88 0.77 

NiSO4 0.016 0.016 0.015 0.010 
 MA-40 

H2SO4 0.66 0.62 0.56 0.49 

NiSO4 0.0003 0.001 0.002 0.003 
 Ralex AMHPES 

H2SO4 1.12 1.06 0.98 0.87 

NiSO4 0.001 0.003 0.004 0.007 
 Ralex AMHPP 

H2SO4 1.08 1.03 0.94 0.82 

NiSO4 0.012 0.011 0.010 0.010 

 

Based on the experimental data obtained, the time of reaching 80, 85, 90 and 95% 

recovery of sulfuric acid, the loss of nickel sulfate by this time, and the average fluxes of 

sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate were calculated (Table 3, Figure 4). The time of achieving 

the desired levels of sulfuric acid recovery is comparable for both Ralex membranes and 

the MA-41 membrane and is 100-170 hours. The longest recovery is achieved on the MA-

40 membranes (from 180 to 300 hours) and the dialysis TWDDA3 membrane is the most 

effective. The time of reaching 95% sulfuric acid recovery is 30 hours. 

For all membranes, except for Ralex AMHPES, nickel sulfate losses increase insignif-

icantly with an increase in the degree of sulfuric acid recovery from 80 to 95% (Figure 4b). 

At the same time, the highest losses of nickel sulfate are observed for membranes MA-40 

(up to 16%) and MA-41 (11-15%), the lowest – for the TWDDA3 sample (does not exceed 

1 %) (Figure 4b, Table 3). However, for the Ralex AMHPES membrane, a sharp increase in 

the loss of nickel sulfate by almost 3 times (from 3 to 9%) is observed with an increase in 

the degree of sulfuric acid recovery from 80 to 95%. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. The time of reaching 80-95% recovery of sulfuric acid (a) and the loss of nickel sulfate (b) 

from the solution for the studied membranes. The signature of the data in the figures corresponds 

to the signature given in (a). 

The values of the average fluxes of sulfuric acid naturally decrease with increasing 

dialysis time due to a decrease in the concentration gradient between the chambers, while 

the change in the values of the average fluxes of nickel sulfate from time for different 

membranes does not have a general pattern (Table 3). With the increase in dialysis time, 

the flux of nickel sulfate is expected to increase due to a decrease in the flux of sulfuric 

acid and an increase in the concentration of nickel sulfate in the processed solution. In-

deed, for TWDDA3 and Ralex AMHPES membranes, an increase in the average flux of 

nickel sulfate by 10 and 7 times is observed with an increase in the degree of sulfuric acid 

recovery from 80 to 95%. In this case, some, not proportional to the change in flux, increase 

in the concentration of nickel sulfate in solution is observed. However, for the remaining 

three membranes, there is a tendency towards a decrease in the average flux, which is 

most pronounced for the Ralex AMHPP and MA-41 membranes. At the same time, the 

concentration of nickel sulfate, as in the case of TWDDA3 and Ralex AMHPES mem-

branes, increases with the increase in time of the dialysis process. Separately, it should be 

noted that in the case of the MA-41 membrane, the concentration of nickel sulfate in the 

processed solution increases very slightly. So, if for the rest of the membranes there is an 

increase in concentration from the initial value of 0.30 M to 0.37–0.40 M, for the MA-41 

membrane, the concentration of nickel sulfate does not exceed 0.31 M. Such features of the 

change in the value of the average flux of nickel sulfate and the change in the content of 

nickel sulfate connected with water transport in the DD process, which will be discussed 

below. Thus, the task of separating sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate is achieved using all 

AEMs, but the most effective is the thin dialysis TWDDA3 membrane. 

3.2. Water transport during diffusion dialysis 

The phenomenon of “positive” and “negative” osmosis is described in [31]. It consists 

in an abnormally high transfer of the solvent or in a transfer of a solvent from a more 

concentrated solution to a more diluted one through an IEM during dialysis. The reason 

for this phenomenon is that in the process of dialysis, due to the difference in the mobilities 

of the counter- and co-ions at the outer boundaries of the membrane / electrolyte solution, 

an electric potential difference is formed, leading to the flow of the solution inside the 

membrane. This flow will be directed towards the concentrated solution in the case of a 

more mobile counter-ion (“positive osmosis”). Conversely, in the case of a more mobile 

co-ion, the direction of the solution flow inside the membrane will be towards the diluted 

solution (“negative osmosis”). 
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Figure 5 shows the total water flux during dialysis for the studied membranes. Neg-

ative flux values indicate that the osmotic flux exceeds the drag water flux and the amount 

of solvent in the processed solution increases. It is observed in the case of a CEM (Fig-

ure 5b). 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Total water flux through different types of AEMs (a) and CEM (b) during dialysis. 

It is shown that during the entire process of dialysis, osmosis exceeds the reverse drag 

water flux. The value of the osmotic flux decreases by 3 times, which is associated with a 

decrease in the concentration gradient between the processed solution and the diluted 

one. At the same time, the observed result does not contradict the concept of “positive and 

negative osmosis”. In the case of a CEM, the co-ion is less mobile and thus the direction of 

the flow of the solution inside the membrane is directed towards a more concentrated 

solution. Thus, the observed decrease in the concentration of sulfuric acid in the processed 

solution is the result of not only its diffusion transfer through the membrane, but also 

dilution due to the osmotic transfer of water from a diluted to a concentrated electrolyte 

solution. 

In the case of AEMs, the dependences have a different shape. For the dialysis 

TWDDA3 membrane, there is a decrease in the total water flux by more than 21 times up 

to negative values. Negative values are reached after 40 hours of the DD, which corre-

sponds to 97% removal of sulfuric acid from the processed solution and a residual con-

centration of 0.22 mol/L sulfuric acid and 0.39 mol/L nickel sulfate. At the same time, the 

dependence of the nickel sulfate concentration on the dialysis time has an extremum, and 

the time of reaching the maximum concentration of nickel sulfate in the processed solution 

(about 25 hours) apparently corresponds to the moment when the osmotic flux begins to 

increase and dominate over the drag water flux and “negative osmosis” due to the higher 

mobility of H+ co-ions compared to sulfate anions. In general, during dialysis, there is a 

slight increase in the concentration of nickel sulfate, associated with a decrease in the 

amount of solvent in the processed solution. 

For the MA-40 membrane, there is an increase in the amount of total water flux with 

the time of the process from negative values at the beginning of the experiment, when the 

osmotic transfer is higher than the transfer of water with solutes, to positive ones. Until 

the end of the experiment, the total water flux remains positive, which indicates the pre-

dominant contribution of “negative osmosis" and drag water flux. It leads to the transfer 

of the solvent from a more concentrated to a less concentrated solution against the osmotic 

flux. For other AEMs (Ralex AMHPES, Ralex AMHPP and MA-41 membranes), the de-

pendence of the total water flux on the time of the dialysis process is extremal. At the same 

time, a significant difference in the values of the total water fluxes through AEMs with 

similar composition and structure (MA-41 membrane and both Ralex ones) is observed. 
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Thus, in the case of the MA-41 membrane, the maximum value of the total water flux is 

3.5·10-5 m3/(m2·h), while for Ralex AMHPES and Ralex AMHPP membranes it is 7.1·10-5 

and 8.5·10-5 m3/(m2·h), respectively. It should also be noted that the final composition of 

the processed solution is approximately the same for all the studied membranes. 

Perhaps, the kinetic factor is of great importance: due to the high rate of transfer of 

sulfuric acid through the thin dialysis TWDDA3 membrane, the counter osmotic flux of 

water is inhibited. Another extreme case is the Ralex CMHPES membrane, for which the 

total fluxes of sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate are very low and the osmotic flux leads to a 

significant increase in the amount of the solvent in the processed solution. The remaining 

membranes occupy an intermediate position and the amount of the total water flux corre-

lates with the amount of sulfuric acid flux through them. 

Estimation of the water permeability coefficient of the studied membranes shows 

that, as expected, the highest values are found for the CEM (Figure 6). In this case, the 

dependence of the water permeability coefficient on the concentration difference for the 

CEM is practically absent. So, the dependences for AEMs are increasing. 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Water permeability coefficient of the membranes depending on the concentration differ-

ence (a) and values of the membranes water permeability coefficient at ΔС = 3.5 mol/L (b). 

Comparison of the water permeability of AEMs shows that the dialysis TWDDA3 

membrane and Ralex AMHPES membrane have a slightly higher permeability than oth-

ers. However, the values of the water permeability of all AEMs are similar. 

5. Conclusions 

The DD of the real waste solution of an electroplating facility, containing mostly sul-

furic acid and nickel sulfate using different ion-exchange membrane types is studied. The 

sulfuric acid and the nickel sulfate fluxes are similar for the cation-exchange membrane. 

Besides, the total water flux through the cation-exchange membrane directs opposite to 

the diffusion fluxes and the volume of the processed solution is increased by 3 times. Thus, 

the use of a cation-exchange membrane in the DD process does not allow the separation 

of sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate. However, using the anion-exchange membranes in the 

DD process provides the separation of sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate. As expected, the 

thinnest dialysis membrane is the most effective. The time of reaching 95% recovery of 

sulfuric acid is 30.5 h which is about 5 times less than for the next most efficient Ralex 

AMHPES membrane. The weakly basic anion-exchange membrane MA-40 is less effective 

than other anion-exchange membranes. The total water fluxes and diffusion fluxes 

through all the anion-exchange membranes are directed equally most of the DD time. The 

values of the water permeability coefficient of ion-exchange membranes are estimated. 
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The highest values of the water permeability coefficient are observed for the cation-ex-

change membrane. The values of the water permeability coefficient of all anion-exchange 

membranes are similar. 

In general, it is found that the use of all strongly basic anion-exchange membranes 

makes the separation of sulfuric acid and nickel sulfate by diffusion dialysis possible. De-

spite the longer time required to achieve a high degree of separation compared to using a 

dialysis membrane, the use of conventional electrodialysis membranes may be economi-

cally justified due to their lower cost. 
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